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October 31, 2008

FULL DISCLOSURE: Reflections on Barack Obama

Filed by Toby Katz @ 12:23 am

Guest column by Chava Willig Levy

Full disclosure: I believe that God guides history. The improbable, meteoric rise of Barack Obama offers a
case in point.

The facts are common knowledge: In 2000, Obama was a virtual unknown. He had to scrape together the
airfare to attend that year’s Democratic National Convention, to which he had not been invited. Three
months later, he was trounced in his run for an Illinois congressional seat. But in 2004, not yet a United
States senator, he was the Democratic National Convention’s keynote speaker, an honor usually reserved for
political icons; he became an overnight sensation. Just two years after he became Illinois’s junior senator, he
announced his candidacy for president of the United States.

But here are some less well-known facts:

• Obama’s 2004 victory might never have occurred were it not for an unprecedented financing loophole.
Because his opponent in the Democratic primary had financed his campaign with over $28 million of his
own money, Obama was permitted to accept as much as $12,000 from each donor, or six times the limit at
that time.

• Obama’s opponents for that coveted Senate seat evaporated at every turn like morning dew. As a 2004
New York Times editorial put it:

It’s been looking a little too easy lately for Barack Obama, the Democrat running for United
States Senate in Illinois against whom? Let’s see. It’s a little complicated. The race has been a
little like the football scene in a Marx Brothers movie, with the candidate sprinting past a squad
of defenders who look mean and beefy but end up slipping, sliding, colliding and falling all
over themselves.
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Even Obama acknowledges his “spooky good fortune.”

It certainly looks as if God is guiding Mr. Obama straight to the White House. But if God is guiding his
history, and ours, aren’t we mere spectators forced to watch passively — some might say helplessly — as it
unfolds? Several of my coreligionists think so, fatalistically pointing to the fact that the secular date of
Obama’s breakthrough keynote address at the 2004 Democratic National Convention — July 27 —
coincided with Tisha B’Av, a fast day commemorating the many seismic tragedies that have befallen the
Jewish people.

I can understand their prediction of impending doom. Reasons abound:

• Barack Obama or, as New York Times columnist David Brooks has called him, “Fast Eddie Obama”:

He speaks so calmly and polysyllabically that people fail to appreciate the Machiavellian
ambition inside. But he’s been giving us an education, for anybody who cares to pay attention.
Just try to imagine Mister Rogers playing the agent Ari in Entourage and it all falls into place.

• He has inveigled his way into the hearts of diametrically opposed constituents. According to New York
Times reporters Jo Becker and Christopher Drew, here’s how he did it:

He moved from his leftist Hyde Park base to more centrist circles; he forged early alliances
with the good-government reform crowd only to be embraced later by the city’s all-powerful
Democratic bosses; he railed against pork-barrel politics but engaged in it when needed; and he
empathized with the views of his Palestinian friends before adroitly courting the city’s
politically potent Jewish community.

His chameleon-like charisma reminds me of my favorite scene from Fiddler on the Roof. In it, Tevye and
his friends are immersed in a debate. One villager expresses an opinion; Tevye, nodding, says, “He’s right.”
“That’s nonsense,” another man retorts and refutes his friend’s idea. Tevye, nodding, says, “He’s right.”
“He’s right and he’s right?” interrupts a third man. “How can they both be right?” “You know,” says
Tevye, “you’re also right!” Back in 1966, I laughed uproariously at this bizarre interchange. But Obama’s
run for the White House has given it an ominous overtone. For when a Broadway musical makes all
characters — even those with opposite opinions — right, it is amusing. When a politician does the same
thing, it’s no laughing matter.

• He is admired by untold numbers of American Jews, as well as millions of people who call for the
destruction of not only Israel but of world Jewry as well.

• He is guilty of politically motivated flip-flopping to woo Jewish voters. Hours after securing the
Democratic nomination, when the cameras were rolling, when the reporters were taking notes, when
influential Jews were listening with rapt attention, Obama addressed the American Israel Public Affairs
Committee (AIPAC) annual policy conference and declared, to thunderous applause, “Now, let me be clear:
Israel’s security is sacrosanct. It is nonnegotiable… And Jerusalem will remain the capital of Israel, and it
must remain undivided.” Hours later, he issued a retraction, subsequently calling “undivided” a “poorly
chosen” word.

• He favors talks — without preconditions — with Iran’s president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad who, in the
words of Washington Post columnist Charles Krauthammer, is a “Holocaust-denying, virulently anti-
Semitic, aspiring genocidist,” the Hitler of our era.
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• Hours after visiting Sderot, hours after a Palestinian terrorist wreaked havoc outside the Jerusalem hotel
where Obama would be staying, the senator spoke to an adoring throng in Berlin, proclaiming, “We must
defeat terror…in Madrid and Amman; in London and Bali; in Washington and New York.” To glaringly
omit cities in the country that has suffered the greatest number of terrorist casualties per capita in the world
is hypocrisy and political expediency of the lowest order.

Full disclosure: With pundits predicting a landslide victory for Obama, I feel pessimistic not infrequently —
but never permanently. Here’s why: God may guide history, but He does so without full disclosure. Part of
what the Almighty hides from us is how we, in tandem with Him, can guide history too. The question isn’t:
What does God want? The question is: What does God want of us?

Esther, heroine of the holiday of Purim, guides us to our answer. We just need to examine a pivotal point in
the book that bears her name.

In Chapter 4, things are looking pretty dismal for her fellow Jews. It looks as if the smooth-talking Haman,
whose ambitions have been fulfilled at every turn, who has been blessed with “spooky good fortune,” is
destined to succeed. It looks as if God is guiding his history so that he will have his way. But Mordechai
knows that, at this juncture, fatalism would be fatal. He beseeches Esther to intervene, to help halt history in
its tracks. And when she demurs, Mordechai upbraids her (Esther 4:14): “Who knows whether it was for
just such an opportunity as this that you attained your royal position?”

In the absence of full disclosure, Esther has to resist her temptation to follow protocol, to be politically
correct. But she accedes to Mordechai’s demand only after he agrees to accede to hers (Esther 4:16): “Go
and gather all the Jews in Shushan, and fast on my behalf for the three days…My maidens and I will also
fast.”

We have no Esther today. But over 2,400 years after she left the world’s stage, her example remains. We
must emulate her two-pronged strategy: politics and prayer.

Full disclosure: Come Election Day, I will not be voting for Barack Obama, a man who sold out on full
disclosure long ago. Furthermore, whatever the election’s outcome, I will watch the White House vigilantly,
lifting my pen and voice whenever necessary to help safeguard the welfare and security of Americans and
Jews worldwide. And finally, I will remember that God rules the rulers. He is the King of all kings, and no
one rises to or falls from power unless He wills it.

Chava Willig Levy is a New York-based writer, editor and lecturer who zips around in a motorized
wheelchair and communicates about the quality and meaning of life. She can be reached via her web site:
www.chavawilliglevy.com.
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12 Comments »
1. So if Obama wins that’s what G-d wanted?

Comment by Chaim Fisher — October 31, 2008 @ 2:29 am

2. L’havdil (I sure hope) but consider how Haman rose from being Mordechai’s slave to the prime
minister of Persia. Or how an failed Austrian painter became the chancellor of the Third Reich. Sadly,
when something like this happens, there are plenty of negative precedents to scare one into thinking of
its implications.

Comment by Garnel Ironheart — October 31, 2008 @ 9:06 am

3. Full disclosure: Come Election Day, I will be voting for Barack Obama. Let’s see. Mrs. Levy accuses
Obama of being ambitious. Imagine that, a politician being ambitious and seeking power. Call me
cynical, but I’ve never met one who isn’t “Machiavellian.” She notes his benefitting from increased
fundraising. It is laughable to see Republicans complain about this. First of all, Republicans have
enjoyed massive fundraising advantages over Democracts for decades. Prior to campaign finance
reform, Republicans raked in the money from special interests that were and are repayed handsomly
(see no-bid contracts in Iraq). The ultimate irony, however, is that many who criticize Obama’s
fundraising opposed campaign finance reform itself. Apparantly fundraising is only an issue if it helps
Democrats. Mrs. Levy accuses him of moderating his viewpoints for the general election. Here I go
being cynical again, but this is typical of virtually every candidate for president. Indeed, George W.
made much of his moderate, bipartisanship as a candidate, and then took a sharp right turn as
President. I’m not thrilled about his willingness to talk to Iran, but the right offers no coherent
alternative policy. Simply opposing dialogue is not a policy, in Iran or Israel. Finally, I, for one, find
it pretty scary when people claim G-d is on their side in partisan political matters. This suggests an
intolerance, and anti-intellectualism that I associate with radical Islam. No where in this or most other
Jewish forums I have encountered is there rational, reasoned dialogue about this election. We, the
people who’s rationality is meant to rule our emotions, can muster only emotional, largely irrational,
and often infantile discourse. I don’t pretend that blogging will change anyone’s mind, but I feel it is
important to make a statement that conformity of thought is not a virtue, and certainly not a Jewish
value.

Comment by Evan Steele — October 31, 2008 @ 10:02 am

4. Sorry, one more thing. Mrs. Willig is concerned that enemies of the Jews will be happy with an
Obama victory. How does she think the KKK would feel about an Obama defeat? How about the
neo-Nazis? After we lived through Fascism, does she really believe that only the far left is anti-
semitic?

Comment by Evan Steele — October 31, 2008 @ 10:10 am

5. I assume that Toby and most of the authors here will be voting for Sarah Palin. I do thank G-d that a
majority of the American People will have more sense.

Comment by Barry — October 31, 2008 @ 12:08 pm

6. Barry: I assume that Toby and most of the authors here will be voting for Sarah Palin. I do thank G-d
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that a majority of the American People will have more sense.

Ori: Without getting into the question of whether Sarah Palin is a good choice or not, are you insane?
I assume the answer is not, and therefore you’re not a prophet. Why do you think you already know
the election results? IIRC in 2004 the pre-election polls showed that John Kerry would win. He did
not.

Comment by Ori — October 31, 2008 @ 5:39 pm

7. We get the victor God wants?

The question as to how we vote is what God wants from us?

It might be better to ask questions we can answer. Like who we believe will serve the country best,
who articulates our hopes and dreams better, who we trust as a team. People will have different
answers to these questions but they are reached through sincere reflection and a determination to
exercise our individual rights - which is the moral obligation democracy imposes upon us.

Comment by SM — November 1, 2008 @ 3:57 pm

8. Toby, thank you for posting this article by Ms. Willig-Levy. It is an important addition to the voices
warning of a Barack presidency.

Unfortunately, there are way too many people that are so desperate for “change and hope” that all it
takes is a charismatic, poised, articulate young candidate voicing just those two words over and over
ad-nausium for these desperate souls to completely suspend there disbelief and their ability for critical
thinking. Never mind that the candidate has virtually no experience (he makes Sarah Palin look like a
seasoned politician), never mind that he has accomplished virtually nothing, and never mind a lifetime
of Marxist/radical black associations that formed the basis of his world view.

He offers “Change and Hope” as if dangling a hypnotist’s watch. Well, if he’s elected, things are sure
as heck going to CHANGE, and you’d better HOPE to G-d that we all survive these changes.
(Especially those of us here in Israel).

Comment by Menachem Lipkin — November 1, 2008 @ 7:14 pm

9. I find it difficult if almost impossible to believe a man could give up his religion at the insistence of
his wife in order that “he should climb higher in politics” and actually truly believe the dictates of his
new “found” religion.
Barack Hussein Obama is most likely still a Muslim. In an interview with George Stephanopolous
Obama claimed that he is “deep in his Muslim faith” for which Mr. Stephanopolous had to correct
Obama that Obama meant Christian faith. For those who do not think that Hashem is allowing the
Jews as well as the Americans to hear Obama’s true words- wake up! He is saying them loud and
clear.
I also do not want a president who will talk with those who incite murder and those who truly wish
and call for the wipe out of the Jewish people. How difficult is it for people-especially Jews to see
this?
Mr Evan Steele, I really honestly don’t care what the KKK or any of the neo- natzis think about an
Obama defeat. The study isn’t worthy of anyones’ useful time.
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Comment by anonymous — November 1, 2008 @ 10:12 pm

10. “I assume that Toby and most of the authors here will be voting for Sarah Palin.”

I am neither Toby nor an author of CC, but I plan to vote for Sarah Palin.

Comment by dovid — November 1, 2008 @ 11:49 pm

11. Regarding my comment on November 1, 2008 @ 11:49 pm

When I re-read my post, I got a sense that it may come across as derogatory towards Mrs. Toby Katz.
I had no such intention.

Comment by dovid — November 2, 2008 @ 11:07 am

12. Dovid,

Don’t worry, your post did not sound “derogatory” to me.

In any case, I am voting for McCain, not for Sarah Palin.

Anonymous (Comment #9): I do not believe that Obama is a Muslim. I don’t believe he’s a believing
Christian, either. He attended a racist, anti-Semitic, leftist, lunatic fringe church for twenty years
because that’s what he had to do to be a successful black polician in Chicago. His Harvard friends
know he is fundamentally secular. Liberals hate devout Christians but they have no fear of Obama,
they know his “Christianity” is only skin deep. Literally, skin deep.

Of course no Republican and no white man could ever get away with attending a racist church for
twenty years, but that’s part of the liberal racism we know so well — they are oh-so-condescending
and patronizing to their “little black friends,” whom they consider to be perpetual children, never to
be held responsible for anything they do and forever in need of help from their white liberal Big
Brother.

Comment by Toby Katz — November 3, 2008 @ 1:23 am
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